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here have been contributed by collaborators, friends, former PhD students and colleagues of Professor Foias. The special issue contains twenty-one papers contributed
by researchers from Brazil, Canada, France, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Russia,
Ukraine, United Kingdom, and the USA. We refer the reader to the article, Ciprian
Ilie Foias 1933–2020, in the Notices of the American Mathematical Society for personal reﬂections on Ciprian by many contributors to this special issue as well as by
others who were inﬂuenced by his work and friendship.
These papers cover a wide spectrum of important problems and topics of current research interest, including de Branges spaces, time-frequency representation
of nonstationary signals, series of free R-diagonal random variables, saturation of
turbulent ﬂow by suspended particles, space and time analyticity for inviscid equations of ﬂuid dynamics, a determining form for the 2D Rayleigh-Benard problem,
probabilistic kernel support vector machines, the computation of wandering points
on the global attractor by means of symmetry-breaking perturbations, NernstPlanck-Navier-Stokes systems near equilibrium, spectral structure of solutions to
the Navier-Stokes equations with constant energy and enstrophy, optimal time averages in non-autonomous nonlinear dynamical systems, Toeplitz operators, criticality of the Navier-Stokes regularity problem, the inviscid limit problem for the
Navier-Stokes equations, a variational approach to the Navier-Stokes equations,
optimal minimax bounds for time and ensemble averages for the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations, Hilbertian approximation of monotone operators, spectrum and analytic functional calculus in real and quaternionic frameworks, a Ktheory problem about threshold commutants mod normed ideals, turnpike properties for discrete-time optimal control problems with a Lyapunov function, and a
negative minimum modulus theorem and surjectivity of ultradiﬀerential operators.
Therefore, we feel that this special issue will be highly important for many mathematicians and applied scientists, who are interested in recent developments in
operator theory and partial diﬀerential equations, as well as in its numerous applications.
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